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Tiberium MASI

What Is MASI?
MASI is Tiberium’s Managed Vulnerability Intelligence Service, delivered as Softwareas-a-Service.
MASI provides auditing of internal and external networks and systems producing
asset lists which prioritise more exposed and vulnerable systems which may require
urgent patching. Comprehensive reporting incorporating tracking assets according to
business risk is a requirement for Cyber Essentials Plus.

Tiberium can advise
on building necessary
processes and procedures
for effective vulnerability
management. This includes:
• Discussion around
suitable governance
• Asset and software
register creation
• Remediation targets
• Waivers for nonpatchable assets
• Critical Vs non-critical
asset scanning schedules
as part of an optional
CISO as a Service offering

MASI enables Tiberium’s customers to continuously and accurately focus IT security
budgets based on measurable security posture as well as highlighting urgent areas
of risk. The output of the service can be easily integrated into the client’s existing
vulnerability management process.
Tiberium uses a mature, straightforward and proven methodology to plan and
implement the MASI solution. Experience shows that a planned, organised
deployment is essential for the long-term success of any vulnerability management
programme. The same methodology is used for one-off (Cyber Essentials Plus)
assessment or a managed services contract:
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External Asset Group development – A set of asset groups that accurately
segment the client’s network into suitable scanning segments. All asset groups
require an asset group owner from the client, who will be responsible for
tracking the remediation of any identified vulnerabilities within their asset
group.
Asset model development – Tiberium will assist in the identification of a
clear (qualitative and quantitative) tagged asset model, that details technical,
geographical and criticality information. This will allow remediation of assets to
be prioritised in order to utilise resources as efficiently as possible.
Baseline scanning – Vulnerability and Discovery scans are used to provide a
baseline of the client environment against which all future reporting will be
measured.
Scanning schedule development – A standardised, automated discovery and
vulnerability scanning schedule to deliver continuous automated scanning and
reporting back to the client with minimal impact on the network.

To deliver a vulnerability
assessment, the Tiberium
Vulnerability Platform
is used for scanning in
addition to best in class
frameworks for discovering
critical vulnerabilities.
Tiberium aligns it’s
testing methodology with
industry standards with
distinct phases; Initial
Scoping, Reconnaissance,
Assessment, Reporting,
Presentation and
Remediation guidance.
A summary report of
findings is presented which
includes mitigation steps,
recommendations, and
configuration changes to
immediately reduce risk
of compromise. A sample
report is available upon
request.

Tiberium
Tiberium are at the forefront of intelligence driven managed SOC services combining cloud-native
technology and machine based automated.
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About Tiberium
Our mission is to provide transparent, rapid, and trusted managed security services (MSSP). Our analysts and threat hunters are highly
skilled Cyber Security practitioners with decades of experiences in the real-world, we don’t do “theory”. We aim to reduce the noise
experienced by traditional Security Operations Centre’s and test your defences to ensure the technology we put have in place is worth the
investment. A simple mission with effective results. Find out more at tiberium.io
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